Fax

To: 

From: Tryon Cote

Date: 

Pages: 7 (including cover page)

Subject: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE MWS operation:

- The attached pages are reduced copies of poor quality but may help enlighten further. The inter-connection is shown below.

- 28VDC for motor through command lines from UI to motor encoder (J1-3)

- Truth table on Page 2 schematic

- 28 VDC @ 5.5A

- 4 wire per dwg.

- User TTL control

- J2-1 0V/+5V E9-UI

- J2-2 0V/+5V E8-UI

- J2-3 NO CONT N/C

- J2-4 GROUNDS E14-UI

- B359131-00

- Lead Sheet 21662-3-04-C6